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Strong noncollinearity between nonequivalent Nd magnetic moments
in Nd 2Fe14B at low temperature
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A temperature-dependent x-ray resonant magnetic scattering study through the spin reorientation
transition ~SRT! that Nd2Fe14B undergoes belowTSRT5135 K is presented. The experimental
results evidence a strong noncollinearity between the magnetic moments of Nd atoms in 4f and 4g
crystallographic sites in the low-temperature phase. ©2000 American Institute of Physics.
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Nd2Fe14B undergoes a spin reorientation transiti
~SRT! below TSRT5135 K,1 which destroys the high
temperature uniaxial anisotropy~magnetization parallel to
thec axis!. The SRT gives way to a different magnetic stru
ture in which the easy-axis magnetization direction~EMD!
rotates from thec axis toward the@110# direction, at a reori-
entation angle,uSRT, which increases continuously by low
ering the temperature belowTSRT. Magnetization measure
ments determine a macroscopic value of about 30° foruSRT

at the lowest temperatures.1,2 Moreover, the magnetic mo
ment of Nd ions increases abruptly belowTSRT as evidenced
by 57Fe and145Nd Mössbauer spectroscopy.3,4

The collinearity between the magnetic moments
Nd2Fe14B below TSRT has been a subject of study and co
troversy for a long time.5 Nd2Fe14B structure, belonging to
the P42 /mnm group, presents six different crystallograph
positions for Fe and two for Nd ions,5–7 4 f and 4g ~we will
use the site notation of Ref. 1!. A detailed understanding o
the anisotropy and magnetic structure of Nd2Fe14B lies in the
development of models treating together the crystal elec
field ~CEF! splitting of the Nd ions and the Nd–Fe exchan
interaction. However, the derivation of a correct CEF Ham
tonian deals with the determination of nine parameters
each Nd site. Usually, a rigidly collinear structure appro
mation has been employed, both above and belowTSRT,
reducing in this way the number of necessary C
parameters.6 The resulting simplified expressions~for the an-
isotropic energy,7 for instance!, are only valid in rigidly col-
linear situations.

The calculated low-temperature magnetic structu
within these models are collinear or slightly noncolline
with relative canting angles of at most 3° between Nd and
moments.6 Even more, together with other simplifying~and
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somehow necessary! approximations, thef –g site depen-
dence has been neglected by a number of authors5 in order to
reduce the intrinsic parameter freedom of a general C
exchange Hamiltonian in such a complex structure.

In contrast with this general theoretical collinear
almost-collinear scenario, there has been some evidenc
noncollinearity in the low temperature phase from seve
experimental techniques.5 Recently, x-ray magnetic circula
dichroism ~XMCD! experiments at the FeK- and Nd
L2,3-absorption edges demonstrated the occurrence of a
collinear arrangement between the Fe and Nd average
ments belowTSRT.8,9 Combined XMCD experiments10 at the
Fe L2,3 and NdM4,5 absorption edges allowed us to quan
tatively determineuSRT

Fe 528° anduSRT
Nd 540° at T54 K, a

strong relative canting belowTSRT, in qualitative agreemen
with previous145Nd Mössbauer measurements.4 In order to
experimentally probe the collinearity of the Nd magne
moments occupying 4f and 4g sites below TSRT, an
element- and site-specific technique such as x-ray reso
magnetic scattering~XRMS! is required. XRMS, which is
the scattering counterpart of XMCD, combines the atom
selectivity of x-ray core excitation techniques with the stru
tural information of a diffraction experiment. A previou
XRMS study11 suggested the possibility of a noncolline
arrangement of Nd magnetic moments at 4f and 4g sites
belowTSRT, but that work did not reach quantitative resul

The experiments have been performed on a plate-sha
single crystal of Nd2Fe14B. The geometry of the experimen
is depicted in the left panel of Fig. 1. The beam was impin
ing on a polished face, parallel to the@110# planes. Horizon-
tal plane diffraction geometry was used. The incident be
(k,e) is fully linearly polarized in the plane of the synchro
tron orbit. The easy axis of the magnetization in the hig
temperature ferromagnetic phase is parallel to the~001! crys-
tal axis. A switchable applied magnetic field of 1 kOe w
2 © 2000 American Institute of Physics
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applied along the vertical~001! axis, perpendicular to the
scattering plane. The experiments were carried out on
CRG-IF and ID20 beam-lines at the ESRF. To access
required temperature range, we used a ‘‘cold-finger’’ N2 cry-
ostat, specifically designed and constructed for t
experiment.12

We recorded the intensity of the scattered beam (k8,e8)
corresponding to (hh0) Bragg reflections upon reversal o
the applied magnetic field, as a function of the incident
ergy for a series of temperatures above and below the S
The maxima of the Bragg peaks were followed along
energy spectra. To bring out the magnetic signal, the as
metry ratio of the XRMS,Ra5(I 12I 2)/(I 11I 2), was
measured at energies near the NdL2 absorption edge
I 1(I 2) denote the diffracted intensity with the applied fie
parallel ~antiparallel! to the cross product (e3e8). The Ra

curves recorded at the~220!, ~330!, and~440! Bragg reflec-
tions around the NdL2 absorption edge at room temperatu
are shown in the right panel of Fig. 1.13 The maxima ofRa

are 0.035, 0.008, and 0.005 for the~440! ~h!, ~220! ~s!, and
~330! ~L! reflections, respectively, due to their differe
structure factors,F (hh0)5( i 51

N f exp@2pih(xi1yi)# where xi

andyi are theab plane coordinates of thei th atom within the
unit cell. Lorentz and absorption corrections do not affectRa

as far as those factors affect bothI 1 andI 2 in the same way.
f i is the atomic scattering factor,i 5Nd, Fe, and B. As the
incident energies are scanned near the NdL2 absorption
edge, f Nd includes, in addition to the nonresonantf 0 , the
anomalous and the magnetic resonant terms,f Nd52(e•e8)
3( f 01 f 81 i f 9)1 f mag

res . Nonresonant x-ray magnetic scatte
ing is much smaller than the resonant one near the absorp
edges, and will be neglected. It has been well established
the magnetic signal observed at 6725 eV is due to dip
2p→5d transitions only.14,9Thus, by neglecting quadrupola
terms, the XRMS term can be expressed as

f mag
res 5 3

4|$2 i ~e83e!•mNd@F118 2F1218 #

1~e8•mNd!~e•mNd!@2F108 2F118 2F1218 #%, ~1!

whereFDL,DM8 are the resonant responses15 characterized by
the order of the transition~DL51, for dipolar terms!. The
prime notation indicates that we have explicitly taken o
from F the dependence onumNdu, the atomic magnetic mo
ment of Nd. Only the first term changes sign when the m
netic field is flipped, being the largest contribution toRa .

FIG. 1. Left panel: Scheme of the experimental geometry. Right pa
Room temperature XRMSRa spectra for the~440! ~h!, ~330! ~L!, and
~220! ~s! Bragg reflections recorded at the NdL2 absorption edge.
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This implies, in the present experimental geometry, that fo
given Bragg reflection and incident energy, the XRMS asy
metry ratio is roughly proportional to the projection of th
magnetic moments of Nd atoms on thec axis, e3e8 being
parallel to~001!. The variation of the Nd magnetic momen
with temperature has been obtained3 by magnetization and
Mössbauer spectroscopy measurements. Then, one can
tain uSRT

Nd as a function of temperature by recording a ser
of XRMS spectra at selected temperatures. Moreover, if
investigated Bragg reflections are conveniently chosen,
evolution ofuSRT

4 f anduSRT
4g can be almost independently re

garded. For the present structure, (hh0) reflections provide
three cases of choice: the relative weight of the two sit
4 f /4g, on the geometrical part of the squared structure f
tor, F2, are 231023, 35.6, and 1.2, forh52, 3, and 4 re-
spectively. This renders it possible to separately investig
the reorientation angles of the two 4f and 4g sites, by mea-
suring the evolution of the three reflections:~330! is almost
only sensitive to the projection onto thec axis of the 4f
magnetic moments,~220! is originated at 99.8% by 4g sites,
while ~440! provides an averaged signal. However, to rigo
ously quantify the canting angles, we do calculateRa from
the intensities I 65F6

2 using the algorithm describe
elsewhere,13 taking into account the contributions from 4f
and 4g Nd atoms separately. If the only important contrib
tion comes from the dot product (e83e)•mNd , then the evo-
lution of the threeRa spectra should be fully determined b
using one temperature-dependent scaling factor.

Figure 2 shows selectedRa spectra measured at th
~440! ~left panel!, ~330! ~central panel!, and ~220! ~right
panel! reflections, for several temperatures aroundTSRT.
Note thatRa ranges are different for the three panels. Th
from inspection of Fig. 2, one can directly state that Nd io
occupying 4f and 4g sites do not reorient collinearly. Th
Ra at the~330! reflection nearly vanishes at 100 K all alon
the NdL2 edge, while it remains clearly visible at~220! and
~440! reflections. A collapse of the magnetic moment of N
ions occupying the 4g sites is ruled out by Mo¨ssbauer3,4 and
magnetization measurements. Thus, the observed beh
evidences auSRT

4g near top/2. This is much higher than the
averaged values ofuSRT

Nd calculated by available models.5

To quantify our results in terms ofuSRT
Nd , we studied the

relative change of theRa with respect to theT5300 K spec-
tra, as shown in the left panel of Fig. 3. The variation of t
Nd magnetic moment3 is also shown in Fig. 3. In the follow-
ing, we assume that the magnetic moment of both Nd s
remain equal. This approximation is probably not strictly fu
filled, but magnetic measurements and electronic struc
calculations16 do not evidence important deviations, and t
changes induced in the reorientation angles should be q
small. The intrinsic separation of the 4f and 4g moments
performed by the~330! and~220! reflections render the com
putation of uSRT

4 f and uSRT
4g an easy task. The reorientatio

angles obtained from the~440! data are used as a doub
check of the procedure. The right panel in Fig. 3 shows
canting angles for both sublattices as a function of tempe
ture, as well as for the Nd averaged moment. The latte
compared with results obtained by XMCD measurement

l:
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FIG. 2. XRMSRa spectra recorded at selected temperatures and three (hh0) Bragg reflections:h54 ~left!, 3 ~center!, and 2~right!. The spectra have bee
shifted for the sake of clarity.
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the M4,5 Nd edges,10 which are in rather good agreeme
with our results.

In conclusion, our results demonstrate that a stron
noncollinear arrangement of the magnetic moments
present at low temperatures: While Nd magnetic mome
occupying 4f sites rotate from 140 to 100 K touSRT

4 f '80°,
the moments of Nd ions on 4g sites have much smaller can
ing angles (uSRT

4g '25°). This result is in agreement with th
qualitative suggestions of Koizumi and co-workers.11 Finally
we point out that theoretical calculations predicting~or as-
suming! a collinear low-temperature phase between 4f and

FIG. 3. Left panel: Intensity variation of XRMS~right scale! for the (hh0)
reflections relative to theT5300 K signal; h52 ~L!, 3~d!, and 4~h!.
umNdu(T) is shown as a thin line~left scale!. Right panel: Reorientation
angles of the 4f ~d!, 4g Nd ions~L!, and Nd average reorientation angl
uNd ~h!. The reorientation angle obtained from XMCD~.! is also included
for comparison.
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4g Nd ions and Fe must be revised as far as this poin
concerned.
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